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Abstract. It is proved that the automorphism group A of a

countable primary abelian group G is transitive on certain subsets

of subgroups of G. One such subset of subgroups in case G is without

elements of infinite height is the collection of all basic subgroups of

G with a fixed corank, finite or infinite.

In 1928 Shoda [7] gave a fairly complete description of the auto-

morphism group of a finite abelian group. Freedman studied the

structure of the automorphism group of a countable primary abelian

group in [l ]; there is, of course, a quick reduction from torsion groups

to primary groups. Unlike Freedman, we do not attempt here to

describe the whole structure of the automorphism group, but have

as our aim a much smaller goal concerning the analysis of automorph-

isms. We prove that the automorphism group A of a countable pri-

mary abelian group G is transitive on a certain subset of distin-

guished subgroups of G. Surprisingly enough, the basic techniques are

very similar to those of Freedman.

If H and K are arbitrary subgroups of G, we say that they are

equivalent subgroups of G if there is an automorphism of G that maps

H onto K. For the enumeration of the nonequivalent subgroups of

small abelian groups see [3].

Kulikov proved that every primary abelian group G has a basic

subgroup and that any two basic subgroups of G are isomorphic; see,

for example, [2 ]. However, two basic subgroups of a given group G do

not have to be equivalent subgroups of G. Even though the sub-

groups are isomorphic, they may be positioned in G quite differently.

Indeed, the corresponding quotient groups are often not isomorphic.

Let G be an unbounded, reduced, countable primary group and let

Bi and Bi be basic subgroups of G such that G/Bi^G/Bi^O. It

follows from a theorem of Leptin [5] that not every isomorphism

from Tii onto Bi can be extended to an automorphism of G, but we

merely want one to extend. Tarwater [8] has proved, for the case

that G is without elements of infinite height, that if G/Bi has finite
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rank and G/Pi=G/P2 then Bx and P2 are equivalent subgroups of G.

The following theorem puts Tarwater's result in a more general

perspective.

Theorem 1. Let G be a countable primary abelian group and let B

be a basic subgroup of G. Then B is uniquely determined, up to equiva-

lence, as a subgroup of G by the numerical invariant

r = rank(G[p]/(B[p] + p»G[p])).

We can still prove a more general, if less dramatic, result. Terminol-

ogy and notation are standard; we refer to [2] and [4].

Theorem 2. Let G be a countable primary abelian group and let X be

an ordinal. Suppose that H and K are neat subgroups of G of length not

exceeding X such that G[p]= {H[p}, pa+iG[p]} = {K[p], pa+1G[p]}

for each a <X. Then there exists an automorphism of G that (leaves pxG

fixed and) maps H onto K if and only if H~K and

G[p]/(H[p] + p>G[p]) « G[p]/(K[p] + p*G[p]).

Proof. Since p*G and G[p] are always invariant subgroups of G,

the conditions H^.K and

G[p]/(H[p] + p*G[p]) S G[p]/(K[p] + p*G[p])

are obviously necessary in order for an automorphism of G to

map H onto K. Conversely, suppose that the conditions hold. We

shall produce an automorphism of G that maps H onto K; it will

be built up in stages. At the outset, we mention that paGC\H = paH

and paGC\K = paK for each a^X according to [6, Lemma l]. There-

fore, an element of H or K has the same height in H or K as it does

in G since the length of H and K does not exceed X.

Suppose that tt:A>—»B is an isomorphism from the subgroup A

of G onto the subgroup P such that

(1) 7r preserves heights (computed in G),

and
(2) Tv(Ar\H)=Br\K.

For the proper choice of A and P, we plan to show that tr can be

extended in such a way that conditions (1) and (2) continue to hold

if tr continues to denote the extension and A and P continue to denote

the domain and image of the extended map.

We now define the initial choices of A and P. Their definitions

hinge on whether G[p]/(H[p]+p*G[p])^G[p]/(K[p]+p*G[p]) has
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finite or infinite rank. In case the rank is infinite, define A =pxG = B

and define 7r: A >-*>B to be the identity map. In case the rank is

finite, let

G[p] =S + H[p] + p*G[p]    and   G[p] = T + K[p] + p*G[p}.

Define A=S+pKG and B = T+pKG. We want an isomorphism x:

A >-±>B that extends the identity on pxG and preserves heights (com-

puted in G). By hypothesis, 5 and T are isomorphic, but we need a

height-preserving isomorphism from 5 onto T. It is clear that such

does not exist for arbitrary choices of 5 and T. However, we claim

that 5 and T can be chosen such that there is a height-preserving

isomorphism between them. First, consider the case thatX —1 exists.

Then

G[p] = H[p] + p*G[p] = K[p] + p*G[p]

and 5 = 0= T, so there is no problem. Thus we may assume that X is

a limit ordinal. We distinguish two cases. First, suppose that H and

K have length ju<X. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, it follows

that 5 and T can be chosen such that every nonzero element has

height in G less than X but greater than p. With 5 and T chosen this

way, clearly there is a height-preserving isomorphism between them

because

p"G[p] =S + p*G[p] = T + pxG[p].

The case where the length of H and K is X is only slightly more compli-

cated. Let rank(S) =re = rank(P). Choose a subgroup H0= y.Li {xt}

of H[p] such that the height in H of x,- is a,- for i^n and such

that ai<<*2< • • • <a„<X; this is possible for any re since H has

length X and X is a limit ordinal. Since H=K, there exists a subgroup

Ko= zZ"-i {yi} ol K[p] such that the height in K of y( is also a,-. As
we mentioned in the beginning of the proof, the height of an element

in H is the same whether computed in H or G, and the same is true

for K. Hence Xt and y,- have height exactly a, in G. Choose /3<X such

that B>\( lor each i^n. We can write, for any choice of 5 and T,

S= XXi {st} and T= 2?-i {ti} and we know that we can choose

5 and T contained in pffG. Letting s*-f-:ci and 7+Vi replace St and /,-,

we have the desired choice of 5 and T, S= 2?-i {5«~N,} and

T= XXi {7+y,-}. There is a height-preserving isomorphism between

5 and T now because st+Xi and ti+yt both have height a,-.

We have defined the initial choices of A and 73 and an isomorphism

?r: A >-»B that satisfies conditions (1) and (2); condition (2) is

trivially satisfied because Ar\H = 0 = Bf\K. We now move to the
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induction step. Assume that the current A and B are finite extensions

of the initial choices and that w. A>-».B is an isomorphism still

satisfying conditions (1) and (2). In order to show that ir can be ex-

tended further such that (1) and (2) continue to hold, six cases are

distinguished. Common to all cases, are the following assumptions.

We assume that x is an element outside of A but px is contained in A.

Since A is a finite extension of pxG, there is an element aEA such

that x+a has maximum height in G among the elements of the coset

x+A. Such an element is called proper with respect to A. There is no

loss of generality in assuming that x itself is proper, and we shall do

this. Let h(x) denote the height of x; all heights from now on are

computed with respect to G. Simplifying further, let h(x)=a. Note

that a<X. If h(p(x+a))>ct + l for some aEAC\paG, we can replace

x by x+a and still have a proper element. Thus we shall assume that

h(px)>a + l if h(p(x+a))>a + l for some aEAC\paG. With this

assumption, there are two major cases.

Case 1. h(px) =a+l.

Case 2. h(px)>a + l.

Each of the above cases is divided into three subcases; subcase n of

Case m is denoted by Case m-n,m^2 and n^3. We mention in the

beginning that each subcase of Case 1 is simplier to handle than the

corresponding subcase of Case 2. We shall do the easy part first.

Case 1.1. xEH. It follows that pxEpa+1H = pa+1Gr\H and that

ir(px)Epa+1K = pa+iGC\K in view of conditions (1) and (2). Thus

ir(px) =py where yEp"K. Extend w by mapping x onto y.

Case 1.2. x+aEH for some aEA, xEH- Choose yoEp"G such that

pyo=ir(px). li yo+Tr(a)EK, let y = yo- If yo+ir(a)EK, consider

p(yo+ir(a)) =ir(p(x+a))EpK. Letting p(yo+ir(a)) =pk0 with k0EK,

we have

yo + f(a) = kB + t,    where pt = 0.

We can write t = kx+z where kxEK[p] and zEpa+lG. Set y=y0—z.

Then y+w(a)EK. Extend ir by mapping x onto y.

Case 1.3. x+aEH for all aEA. Choose yoEpaG such that

pyo = ir(px). If yo+bEK for all bEB, let y = y0. Hy0+bEK for some

bEB, let b=ir(a) and consider p(x+a). ir maps p(x+a) onto

p(yo+b)EpK. Therefore, p(x+a)EpGC\H=pH. Write

x + a = ho + s,    where h0 E H and ps = 0.

Now sE[A, H} (ior Case 1.3), so in the decomposition G[p]-S

+H[p]+pxG[p] it follows that 5 is infinite. Otherwise, A^S+p*G,

which is impossible. We know therefore that T is infinite where
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G[p] = T+K[p]+pxG[p] and that B is a finite extension of pxG.

Hence there exists tET such that t+bEK for any bEB. Choose

kEK[p] such that t+kEpa+1G[p}. Defining y = yo+t+k, we have

y+bEK for all bEB. Extend w by mapping x onto y.

Case 2.1. xEH. In this case, pxEpa+2Gr\H = pa+2H. Let px = ph

where hEpa+1H. Then x — hEG[p], has height exactly a, and is

proper with respect to A. Since ir(Ar\H)=B(~\K, since AC\H is

finite, since H^K, and since 7r preserves heights not only in G but

from H to TT, we conclude that there must exist an element zEK[p]

that is proper with respect to B and, like x — h, has height exactly a.

Choose w in pa+lK such that pw = ir(px) and set y = w+z. Extend ir

by mapping x onto y.

Case 2.2. x+aEH for some a£.4, xEH. Choose wEpa+lG such

that pw = ir(px). There exists z£G[^>] such that z is proper with re-

spect to B and has height exactly a. Set y0 = w+z. If yo+ir(a)EK,

let y = yo- If yo+ft(a)EK, we have to modify the definition of y.

Observe that p(yo+Tr(a)) =ir(p(x+a))EpK, soy0+ir(a) = k0+t where

koEK and pt = 0. Moreover, we can write t = ki+v where ktEK[p]

and vEpa+1G[p]. Define y = yQ—v and note that y+tr(a)EK. Extend

■tr by mapping x onto y.

Case 2.3. x+aEH for all aEA. As before, choose wEpa+1G such

that pw = ir(px). Choose z£G[p] such that z is proper with respect to

B and has height exactly a. Set y0 = w+z. If yo+bEK for all 6E.B,

let y = yo- If yo+bEK for some bEB, again we need to modify the

definition of y. Suppose yo+bEK where bEB and let 7r(a) =b. Then

p(x+a)EpH and

a: + o = h0 + s,    where h0 E H and ps = 0.

Nowjff {A, H} since xE \A,H}. By the same argument as that used

in Case 1.3, there exists J£Psuch that tE {B, K}. Choose kEK[p]

such that t + kEpa+1G[p]. Define y = ya+t+k and observe that

yE {B, K}. Extend w by mapping x onto y.

In each of the above cases, we claim that the extension of ir is a

height-preserving isomorphism from {A, x} onto {B, y} and that

ir({A,x}C\H) = {B,y}C\K;

details are left to the reader. Since G is countable and since H and K,

as well as A and B, are symmetrical with respect to the hypothesis,

ir can be extended to an automorphism of G that maps H onto K.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 1 can be obtained at once from Theorem 2 with \=u.

Theorem 2 also encompasses the following.
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Theorem 3. Let G be a countable torsion abelian group and let X be

an ordinal. If each of H and K is maximal in G with respect to having

trivial intersection with pxG, then there is an automorphism of G that

maps H onto K.

Corollary. All high subgroups of a countable torsion group are

equivalent.

The preceding corollary suggests the following problem.

Problem. Characterize those groups whose high subgroups are all

equivalent.

Finally, we remark that Theorem 2 can be interpreted as a partial

solution to Problem 52 in [2].
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